The last 40 to 50 years have seen some marvelous developments in concrete-polymer materials (CPC). Polymer concrete (PC) and polymer-modified concrete (PMC) actually were used in a limited role beginning in the 1950s. With the advent of polymer-impregnated concrete (PIC) in the late 1960s, tremendous interest was focused on CPC. Soon, polymer concrete became the focus of considerable interest for repair of concrete, overlays for floor and bridges, and precast components. American Concrete Institute (ACI) Committee 548 Polymers in Concrete became the fastest growing committee in ACI. Tremendous interest developed internationally and the International Congress on Polymers in Concrete was formed in 1981. Congresses have been held every three years with few exceptions. The amount of research and number of new products have leveled off but today CPC materials are household words in the construction industry.

Are these materials truly sustainable? Indeed they are.

- Polymer concrete permits repairs to be made more quickly than repairs with ordinary concrete. The ability to vary the properties particularly in obtaining lower moduli and higher elongation has resulted in very durable, long-life repair materials. Polymer concrete has proven to be an excellent material for overlaying bridges and floors resulting in greater skid resistance accompanied by fewer accidents and longer life. Precast polymer concrete has also proved sustainable due to the greater durability, longer life, reduced weight and greater strength.
- Polymer-modified concrete has been widely used for making repairs, for spray-on coatings and floor and bridge overlays. The excellent adhesion, resistance to chloride intrusion, and very good durability has made it a very sustainable material.
- Polymers for crack repair have been outstanding. Acrylics and epoxies have changed the way that cracks are repaired and have resulted in much longer life and more waterproof structures.
- Other relatively new applications of polymers include synthetic fibers to provide more resistance to shrinkage cracking in concrete and more ductility. Fiber-
reinforced polymer reinforcement in the form of bars and sheet reinforcement applied externally have changed the landscape of reinforcing concrete.

What does the future hold? The introduction of nanotechnology holds great hope for CPC. Greater strengths, durability and wider uses of these materials are some of the promising developments. Concrete-polymer materials are truly sustainable and will continue to occupy a very important role in our family of specialty materials.
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At the beginning was the fascinating idea: combine the old material which built civilization since centuries with the polymers – the most progressive materials in this time. The place of “polymers in concrete” on a timeline and polymers on the concrete life curve. The aim is always the same: better concrete. Three ways of technological implementation polymer into concrete:

- into fresh concrete mixture (PMC, PCC); polymerisation after mixing (post-mix) or before mixing (pre-mix),
- into hardened concrete (PIC); polymer “forced” under pressure into “concrete”,
- into fresh concrete mixture – without Portland Cement; solely polymer creates a matrix, PC.

Extended contemporary classification of class of polymers in concrete. Long lasting believing that addition of polymers should only improve the concrete; disillusion, verification, optimisation. Material Models of Polymer Cement Concrete – pre-mix (Y. Ohama, M. Puterman, A. Beeldens, D. van Gemert) and post-mix (P. Łukowski);
Searching for synergy. Turning over the “oil peak” has given the new impulse to use polymers - products of oil in more sophisticated way. Nanotechnology as the new wave in material engineering development. Sustainable development and in consequence the sustainable concrete as the civilisation necessity. Since 2012 the sustainable construction works as the fundamental requirement according to the European Regulation. The contribution of C-PC into the prosperity cycle: ideas-innovations-jobs-prosperity. Main driving forces in the C-PC research area. From polymer nanomonitoring into nanomodification. Already exist areas of application where the given type of C-PC is irreplaceable:

- PCC – in typical repairing of the concrete structure;
- PC in the repairs, where quick restoration of usability is required (days or even hours); in the repairs performed under chemical aggression; in the repairs of the concretes of high strength and in every situation where durability in the highly aggressive environment, e.g., electrolytic cells in the copper industry, pipes, other precast elements, including synthetic marble sanitary wares, etc.,
- PIC as the way of preserving the monuments and old buildings. The method is used if other ways cannot be employed and requires the conservation agreement.

In future new technical characteristics will create new applications (D.Fowler). Future Concrete Polymer Composites should materialise the main contemporary ideas: sustainable development in civilisation and nano-approach in technology.
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